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Introduction

According to current RAN2 specifications (TS 25.331) Activation Time is an optional Information Element.
The definition of timing for DCH initialisation in 25.211 should be consistent with this situation. Furthermore,
the parameter Noffset2 does not currently exist in RAN2 specifications. This parameter was introduced in the
Layer 1 specifications to allow fast initialisation of DCH for packet transmission and some flexibility for the
operator where this feature was not required. In the first case the possibility of using a value for Noffset2 of zero is
desirable to minimise delay. It would also be necessary to signal an activation time. If there is no activation time
indicated, the uplink transmission would start after detection of the downlink and under the control of higher
layers in the UE.  In this case, the requirement that Noffset2 should be an integer number of frames is a constraint
on possible starting times.

Therefore, since it currently not possible to signal a value, it is proposed here that Noffset2 should take a value
zero if an activation time is specified for the uplink DPCCH. This allows fast initialisation to be configured.

Otherwise the uplink staring time is determined by higher layers in the UE, in accordance with the
synchronisation procedure in TS25.214 section 4.3.2, and subject to the constraint that Noffset2 is an integer.

The attached CR implements the changes discussed above.

Note that the current CR still applies in the case that changes to 4.3.2 proposed by Ericsson are adopted.

If Noffset2 were to be introduced as a parameter in RAN2 specifications then it would probably be optional, in
which case the default could be zero. In any case only minor changes would be needed in 25.211.
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7.7 Timing relations for initialisation of channels

Figure 27 shows the timing relationships between the physical channels involved in the initialisation of a DCH.

The maximum time permitted for the UE to decode the relevant FACH frame before the first frame of the DPCCH is
received shall be TB-min = 38400 chips (i.e.15 slots).

The downlink DPCCH shall commence at a time TB after the end of the relevant FACH frame, where TB ≥ TB-min

according to the following equation:

( ) chips  384002560256 1_ ×+×−×−= offsetpcpknB NNTTT ,  where:

Npcp is a higher layer parameter set by the network, and represents the length (in slots) of the power control preamble
(see [5], section 5.1.2.4).

Noffset_1 is a parameter set by higher layers and derived from the activation time  if one is specifiedset by higher layers.
In order that TB ≥ TB-min, Noffset_1 shall be an integer number of frames such that:
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Tn and Tk are parameters defining the timing of the frame boundaries on the DL DPCCH and S-CCPCH respectively
(see section 7.1). These parameters are provided by higher layers.

The uplink DPCCH shall commence at a time TC after the end of the relevant FACH frame, where

chips  384002_0 ×++= offsetBC NTTT , where T0 is as in section 7.6.3 . If an activation time for the uplink

DPCCH is specified, then Noffset_2 shall be set to zero. Otherwise the stating time of the uplink DPCCH shall be
determined by higher layers according to the procedure in TS 25.214 sub clause 4.3.2, subject to the constraint that and
Noffset_2 is a UE-specific higher-layer parameter which shall be an integer number of frames greater than or equal to
zero.
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Figure 27: Timing for initialisation of DCH.

The data channels shall not commence before the end of the power control preamble.


